We design a novel long-range hybrid wedge plasmonic (LRHWP) waveguide composed of two identical dielectric nanowires symmetrically placed on two opposed wedges of a diamond shaped metal wire. With strong coupling between the dielectric nanowire mode and long-range surface plasmon polariton (SPP) mode, both deep subwavelength mode confinement and low propagation loss are achieved. On one hand, when compared to the previous long-range hybrid SPP waveguide, LRHWP waveguide can achieve smaller mode size with similar propagation length; on the other hand, when compared to the previous hybrid wedge SPP waveguide, LRHWP waveguide can provide an order of magnitude longer propagation length with similar level of mode confinement. The designed LRHWP waveguide also features an overall advantage of one-order improvement of Figure of Merit. We further evaluate in detail the impacts of possible practical fabrication imperfections on the mode properties. The obtained results of mode properties show that the proposed LRHWP waveguide with an optimized wedge tip angle of 140 degree is fairly tolerant to practical fabrication errors in geometry parameters such as misalignment in the horizontal direction, asymmetry in the vertical direction, variation of wedge tip angle, tilt or rotation of metal wire, and variation of wedge tip curvature radius.
D
ownscaling optical components and achieving high-integration density of optical devices remain major challenges in micro and nanotechnology. Surface plasmon polariton (SPP) waveguide can offer tight light confinement in deep subwavelength scale, which is regarded as one of the most promising candidates for future large-scale integrated optical circuits 1, 2 . Compared to other types of well-known nanophotonic waveguides, e.g., silicon-on-isulator (SOI) 3, 4 and photonic crystals (PC) 5 , SPP waveguides can break the diffraction limit 1, 2, 6 and lead to truly nanoscale light confinement. Many structures have been theoretically or experimentally studied, including metal slot SPP waveguides [7] [8] [9] [10] , channel SPP waveguides 11, 12 and wedge SPP waveguides [13] [14] [15] [16] . However, these waveguides also suffer huge propagation loss due to the ohmic loss 17 introduced by the metal. In general, mode confinement and attenuation are intrinsically correlated. In order to improve the trade-off between mode confinement and propagation loss, a hybrid plasmonic waveguide 18 consisting of a cylindrical dielectric nanowire on a metal surface is proposed, which is able to provide tight mode confinement with moderate loss. After that, hybrid plasmonic waveguides have been hotly studied and several structures have been proposed [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . The interaction between dielectric waveguide mode and pure SPP mode leads to longer propagation length while maintaining relatively-small mode size.
Recently, in order to further improve either the propagation length or the mode confinement, two attractive structures have been presented. On one hand, in order to extend the propagation length, as shown in Fig. 1(b) , long-range hybrid SPP, i.e. a structure with two symmetrically placed nanowires on two sides of a flat metal film is proposed 25, 26 . The coupling of traditional long-range SPP mode 27 and dielectric cylinder mode can achieve similar level mode confinement to a hybrid SPP but offer one-order of magnitude longer propagation length 25, 26 . On the other hand, in order to further shrink the mode size, as shown in Fig. 1(c) , a hybrid wedge SPP waveguide is proposed by employing a triangular metal wedge instead of a flat metal surface 28 . The use of metal wedge enables a stronger mode confinement with the same level of propagation length. Remarkably, long-range hybrid SPP waveguide 25, 26 ( Fig. 1(b) ) and the hybrid wedge SPP waveguide 28 ( Fig. 1(c) ) separately improve the propagation length and mode confinement compared to the hybrid SPP waveguide ( Fig. 1(a) ). One further laudable goal would be to simultaneously reduce the mode size and increase the propagation length.
In this paper, we combine the advantages of hybrid SPP, long-range SPP and wedge SPP, and bring forward a long-range hybrid wedge SPP waveguide, which is also called long-range hybrid wedge plasmonic (LRHWP) waveguide. Compared with the previous long-range hybrid SPP waveguide and hybrid wedge SPP waveguide, the LRHWP waveguide can provide either reduced mode area or increased propagation length. Moreover, one-order improvement of figure of merit is achieved. Practical fabrication issues (i.e. fabrication error tolerance) of the designed LRHWP waveguide are also analyzed in detail.
Results
Waveguide structures and mode properties. Figure 1 illustrates the structures of the waveguides mentioned above (hybrid SPP waveguide, long-range hybrid SPP waveguide, and hybrid wedge SPP waveguide) and the designed LRHWP waveguide, showing how we come up with the idea. In the proposed LRHWP waveguide (shown in Fig. 1(d) 29 , respectively. The mesh size in the Si nanowire, metal wire, gap region and SiO 2 cladding are set to be 50 nm, 10 nm, 1 nm and 500 nm, respectively. The mode distribution and normalized power density along x 5 0 for previous three kinds of waveguides are also illustrated in Fig. 1(a), (b) and (c). The mode distribution and normalized power density for different wedge tip angles (140 deg, 100 deg, 60 deg and 20 deg) of the designed LRHWP waveguide are shown in Fig. 2 . The cylinder diameter and gap thickness are set at 240 and 2 nm, respectively. One can see the tight mode confinement in the low-index gap together with expected long propagation length owing to the long-range SPP. Remarkably, as the gap thickness decreases further (i.e. h R 0), one can expect the reduction in the mode area to continue with the propagation distance, tending to that of a dielectric-metal interface, subject to constraints of non-local effects 18 . We first compare the mode properties of the designed LRHWP waveguide with the previous long-range hybrid SPP waveguide. Figure 3 (a) and (b) show the propagation length and normalized effective mode area (A eff /A 0 ) as gap thickness h varies from 2 to 18 nm. When h 5 140 deg, one can clearly see that the normalized effective mode area of the LRHWP waveguide is smaller while the propagation length is longer than the long-range hybrid SPP waveguide. Here the cylinder diameter d is set at 240 nm for both LRHWP waveguide and long-range hybrid SPP waveguide.
We then compare the mode properties of the proposed LRHWP waveguide with the previous hybrid wedge SPP waveguide. (FoM) 30 to quantitatively compare the proposed LRHWP waveguide with previous long-range hybrid SPP waveguide and hybrid wedge SPP waveguide. The FoM can be an appropriate measurement for the trade-off between the propagation length and mode confinement.
We consider the case of small gap thickness with tight mode confinement. Figure 5 (a) and (b) show the dependence of FoM for all three waveguides on the nanowire cylinder diameter d. The wedge tip angle is 140 deg for both hybrid wedge SPP waveguide and the proposed LRHWP waveguide. The gap thickness is set at 2 and 8 nm in Fig. 4 (a) and (b), respectively. One can clearly see that, the proposed LRHWP waveguide is superior to the previous two kinds of SPP waveguides for its nearly one-order improvement of FoM compared to the previous long-range hybrid SPP waveguide and more than one-order improvement of FoM compared to the previous hybrid wedge SPP waveguide.
Fabrication method. The designed LRHWP waveguide can be regarded as the combination of two hybrid wedge SPP waveguides with the two metal wedges forming a diamond shaped metal wire. So it is straightforward that the proposed LRHWP waveguide could be fabricated following the fabrication methods used for hybrid wedge SPP waveguide 28 . To fabricate a hybrid wedge SPP waveguide, the focused-ion beam (FIB) technique could be used to form the metal wedge with high accuracy. After depositing a thin SiO 2 layer on the wedge metal as the low-index gap, a Si nanowire which could be prepared by vapor-liquid-solid method 31 is placed on the SiO 2 layer above the metal wedge to form the hybrid wedge SPP waveguide. The Si nanowire is then covered by SiO 2 cladding. After that, the hybrid wedge SPP waveguide is flipped. Similar procedures of FIB forming metal wedge, depositing SiO 2 layer, placing Si nanowire, and covering SiO 2 cladding are followed to obtain a second hybrid wedge SPP waveguide, which is combined with the first hybrid wedge SPP waveguide to form the expected LRHWP waveguide.
Alternatively, a reverse step could also be considered to fabricate the hybrid wedge SPP waveguide. The Si nanowire is positioned on a SiO 2 substrate and covered with SiO 2 cladding first. The metal wedge will later be deposited after milling a V-shape groove in the upper SiO 2 layer, which is similar to the fabrication process for the wedge plasmon polariton waveguides 15 . After that, FIB forming metal wedge, depositing SiO 2 layer, placing Si nanowire, and covering SiO 2 cladding are followed to form the designed LRHWP waveguide.
Fabrication error tolerance. Considering the increased complexity of the designed LRHWP waveguide, we also analyze possible practical fabrication issues, i.e. fabrication error tolerance. While the size of the dielectric nanowire, the gap thickness, and the metal wire could be controlled with high precision 32 , accurate alignment between the metal wire and the Si nanowire is not easy, asymmetric positioning of two Si nanowires with respect to the metal wire is possible, the wedge tip angle may slight change, the metal wire may tilt and deviate from the center point with a rotation angle, and the curvature radius of the metal wedge tip may vary. Therefore, we further investigate in detail the impacts of these possible practical fabrication imperfections on the mode properties. Fig. 8(a) . The effective mode area A eff increases with the gap thickness as shown in Fig. 8(b) . For a small variation of gap thickness from 2 nm to 4 nm, slight change is found for the effective mode area A eff .
3) Variation of wedge tip angle. The variation of wedge tip angle might influence the mode properties. Figure 9 
5)
Variation of wedge tip curvature radius. In practical fabrications, the wedge tip may not be sharp but round and the variation of tip curvature radius might also influence the mode properties. The obtained results indicate that some of the fabrication errors in geometry parameters like misalignment in the horizontal direction, slight asymmetry in the vertical direction, and variation of wedge tip angle around 140 deg have slight impacts on the mode properties (propagation length, effective mode area A eff ). Other fabrication errors like tilt or rotation of metal wire and variation of wedge tip curvature radius might cause variation of mode properties, especially for small wedge tip angles. Such impacts are greatly alleviated for relatively large wedge tip angles. Remarkably, the designed LRHWP waveguide with a wedge tip angle of 140 deg is fairly tolerant to all the above practical fabrication errors in geometry parameters.
Discussion
In summary, we have designed a novel LRHWP waveguide based on two identical cylindrical nanowires symmetrically placed on two opposed wedges of a diamond shaped metal wire. The combination of hybrid SPP, long-range SPP and wedge SPP provides the benefit of longer propagation length and similar mode size when compared with previous long-range hybrid SPP waveguide and hybrid wedge SPP waveguide. The optimized wedge tip angle of the proposed LRHWP waveguide is 140 deg. For such optimized LRHWP waveguide, on one hand, its propagation length is longer while its effective mode area is smaller than the long-range hybrid SPP waveguide; on the other hand, its propagation length is more than one-order longer than the hybrid wedge SPP waveguide while its effective mode area is in a similar level. These lead to one order of improvement for the figure of merit.
The proposed LRHWP waveguide combines the advantages of hybrid SPP, long-range SPP and wedge SPP. So there are similarities in the working principle between the designed LRHWP waveguide and existing hybrid SPP, long-range SPP and wedge SPP waveguides. A comprehensive interpretation on the operation mechanism of the LRHWP waveguide is as follows.
SPP is essentially light wave trapped on the interface between dielectric and metal as a result of the interaction between the light wave and free electrons of the metal. The electromagnetic fields of light wave cause in-resonance surface collective oscillations of free electrons. Such resonant interaction between light wave and surface charge oscillations forms SPP with its electric field component perpendicular to the surface peaking at the interface and decaying exponentially away into dielectric and metal. The electric field in the perpendicular direction is evanescent with non-radiative nature which prevents power from propagating away from the surface. In the dielectric, typically air or glass, the field decay length is on the order of half the light wavelength. In the metal, the field decay length into the metal is dependent on the skin depth. Hence, SPP waveguides can break the diffraction limit while pay the price of metalinduced huge propagation loss. Also, SPP waveguide with single metal-dielectric interface has no extra mode confinement in the dielectric side with more electric field penetration compared to the metal side.
SPP is one kind of surface science at the interface between a dielectric and a metal. Another kind of surface science is known as the discontinuity of electric field at the interface between high-contractindex dielectrics (one low-index dielectric and one high-index dielectric). Slot waveguide confining and guiding light in the low-index slot region is a typical example using surface science, i.e. two high-contrast-index dielectric-dielectric interfaces with a small spacing (lowindex slot) form a slot waveguide with its electric field greatly enhanced in the low-index slot region 4 . Hybrid SPP is another example using surface science, i.e. one highcontrast-index dielectric-dielectric interface and one metal-dielectric interface with a small spacing (nanoscale low-index dielectric) form a hybrid SPP or hybrid plasmonic waveguide. The discontinuity of electric field at the high-contrast-index dielectric-dielectric interface and the SPP at the metal-dielectric interface contribute together to the supermode which is greatly enhanced in the nanoscale low-index region. Such supermode, also called hybrid mode, features tight mode confinement with moderate propagation loss.
Long-range SPP is also an example using surface science, i.e. two metal-dielectric interfaces with a small spacing (thin metal film) form a long-range SPP waveguide. Typical long-range SPP waveguide structure with a thin metal film bounded by two symmetric dielectric claddings is also called a dielectric-metal-dielectric (DMD) structure. A DMD structure can support two kinds of supermodes with a thin metal film 27 , i.e. symmetric bound mode and asymmetric bound mode. The main transverse electric field component of the symmetric bound mode has a symmetric profile across the structure, and therefore, the corresponding charge density distribution in the thin metal film is asymmetric over the metal thickness. Thus, the mode field is expelled from the metal film, i.e. less mode penetration into the metal while more mode penetration into the dielectric cladding. Consequently, the absorption loss of the symmetric bound mode is low with long propagation length, which is called long-range SPP mode. The property of the asymmetric bound mode is opposite to the symmetric bound mode. It suffers a high absorption loss with short propagation length, which is called short-range SPP mode.
Wedge SPP is one more example using surface science but the surface is shaped into a wedge, i.e. wedge-shaped metal-dielectric interface forms a wedge SPP waveguide. By exploiting the extraordinary confinement property of the wedge plasmon polariton at the corner of the wedge, even tighter mode confinement is achievable by using a wedge SPP waveguide.
Long-range hybrid SPP combines the ideas of hybrid SPP and long-range SPP and provides similar propagation length to longrange SPP together with similar mode confinement to hybrid SPP. Hybrid wedge SPP combines the ideas of hybrid SPP and wedge SPP and offers similar propagation length to hybrid SPP and similar mode confinement to wedge SPP. The proposed LRHWP waveguide can be regarded as the long-range hybrid SPP waveguide with its thin metal film replaced by a diamond shaped metal wire or two hybrid wedge SPP waveguides placed in reverse. It further combines the advantages of long-range hybrid SPP and hybrid wedge SPP and features similar propagation length to long-range hybrid SPP and similar mode confinement to hybrid wedge SPP. As a consequence, even longer propagation length and much tighter mode confinement are both achieved in the designed LRHWP waveguide. From SPP to hybrid SPP, long-range SPP, wedge SPP, long-range hybrid SPP, hybrid wedge SPP, and finally LRHWP waveguide, the basic working mechanisms all rely on various surface sciences (SPP at dielectricmetal interface, electric field discontinuity at dielectric-dielectric interface, wedge dielectric-metal interface). The distinct supermode properties of LRHWP waveguide take all the advantages from SPP, hybrid SPP, long-range SPP, wedge SPP, long-range hybrid SPP and hybrid wedge SPP.
The designed LRHWP waveguide could be fabricated with existing mature nano-fabrication techniques as aforementioned. Although the size of the dielectric nanowire, the gap thickness, and the metal wire could be fabricated with high precision, other practical fabrication issues are still challengeable such as the misalignment in the horizontal direction, asymmetry in the vertical direction, variation of wedge tip angle, tilt or rotation of metal wire, and variation of wedge tip curvature radius. Fortunately, the detailed analyses of these geometry parameters indicate that proposed LRHWP waveguide features favorable fabrication error tolerance, especially at an optimized wedge tip angle of 140 deg.
Methods
The mode properties are investigated by means of the finite-element method (FEM) using COMSOL TM with the scattering bound condition and the simulation domain is surrounded by rectangular perfectly matched layer (PML).
Propagation length. The propagation length is given by
L~l= 4p Im n eff À Á Â Ã ð1Þ
where A eff is the effective refractive index. 
where W m and W(r) are the electromagnetic energy and energy density, respectively (per unit length along the direction of propagation). 
